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PrimoChill RFB Rigid
Tubing Finishing Bit 10mm ID x 12mm OD

$24.95
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Short Description
Are you constantly trying to deburr your rigid tube by hand? Stop hand cranking that cheap plastic reamer!
The PrimoChill RFB (Rigid Finishing Bit) is a standard size drill bit with the power to save you time and energy
while giving a perfectly finished tubing end. The RFB can be used at mid to low RPM to smooth out the end of
your tube with no effort. Crank up the RPMs and you can customize the length of the tube as well. This
functionality allows you to rough cut your rigid tube and then fine tune it to the perfect length with clean
ends. Custom fitting your rigid tube is now so much easier!

Description
Are you constantly trying to deburr your rigid tube by hand? Stop hand cranking that cheap plastic reamer!
The PrimoChill RFB (Rigid Finishing Bit) is a standard size drill bit with the power to save you time and energy
while giving a perfectly finished tubing end. The RFB can be used at mid to low RPM to smooth out the end of
your tube with no effort. Crank up the RPMs and you can customize the length of the tube as well. This
functionality allows you to rough cut your rigid tube and then fine tune it to the perfect length with clean
ends. Custom fitting your rigid tube is now so much easier!

Features
Works w/ 10mm x 12mm Tubing
Designed to Fit Standard Drills
Sealed Bearings That Allow for Scuff-Free Spinning
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Specifications
Specifications

Compatibility
Size: 10mm x 12mm rigid tubing
Material: PETG, PMMA (Due to extremely quick dulling of the bit, Copper tubing is not recommended.)
Parts Included

1x Rigid Finishing Bit (Assembled)
Warnings

Practice using the RFB on some scrap rigid or cut longer than needed until you get the hang of how fast or
slow the bit will remove material.
PrimoChill is not responsible for any damage caused by or when using this product. Please use at your own
risk.

Additional Information
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Brand

Primochill

SKU

RT1012M-TOOL

Weight

0.5000

Color

Silver

Tool Type

Dremel/Drill Bit
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